
Dear Joost students,                                    28.2.2013 
 
First of all, we  would like to thank Tramaine for her weekly impressions. As we understand, you 
have already received descriptions of galleries in Ljubljana, we would perhaps like to suggest that 
you examine Škuc Gallery more thoroughly as our exhibition will take place there and some of the 
works will be site-specific. 
 
We have been thinking about our experimental workshop and so far we have have arranged with 
some of our artists to meet and talk to you. Maybe we could also do some kind of a public 
workshop or performance at the exhibition space or somewhere nearby. 
 
Since Ljubljana is really quite small,  everywhere you decide to go is probably within a walking 
distance. 
Our school, where the “headquarters” will be, is located in one of the most interesting locations in 
town – Metelkova mesto (Metelkova City). It is a place where alternative scene is alive, different 
venues there offer concerts, parties on a daily basis. We are not really sure if Beyonce is having a 
show in Slovenia any time soon, but there will be a concert in Croatian's capital Zagreb though. 
17th April, if anyone is interested. 
 
You can check out the web page for Metelkova here:  
http://www.metelkovamesto.org/?lang=txt_eng&  
 
For performances and contemporary theater you can check a place called Stara elektrarna (Old 
electric factory): http://www.bunker.si/eng/  
 
And finally, names of the artists are: Mirjana Batinič, Vid Batista Avdič, Simon Hudolin - Salči, 
Neža Jurman, Gal Košnik, Tejka Pezdirc, Nika Rupnik, Matej Stupica, Andrej Škufca, Tadej 
Vaukman and Staš Vrenko. You can google them if you feel like it. We will send a more detailed 
description of the artworks soon.  
 
We are looking forward to hear from you. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
World of Art students 
 
Maja Alibegović   mayaaoife@gmail.com 
Maja Antončič    bucimaja@gmail.com 
Lenka Đorojević     lenkadjorojevic@yahoo.com 
Jasna Jernejšek    jasnajernejsek@gmail.com 
Miha Kelemina    miha.kelemina@gmail.com 
Nina Skumavc    nina.skumavc@gmail.com 
Amalija Stojsavljevic   amalijastojsavljevic@gmail.com  
Denis Volk                denis.v12@gmail.com 
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